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ABSTRACT

The main goal of this study was to determine the best decision tree algorithm in order to determine the effects of the birth
type, herd type, main age, pasture type, sex and lamb color variables in the Hemsin lambs. These data, taken during
certain periods of the Hemsin lambs, were subjected to simulation. The obtained data were evaluated by Classification
and Regression Tree (CART), Boosting, Bagging (Bag) and Random Forest (RF) Decision Tree Algorithms. The best
model of lamb birth weight, with the lowest Error Squares Mean (MSE) = 0.469, with the lowest Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) = 0,471 with Random Forest and the lowest Symmetric Percentage Mean Absolute Error (SMAPE) = 3,63 The
best model according to daily live weight increases of lambs, the lowest MSE (3620.67), MAE (4878.71) and
SMAPE(4.80) values formed by Random Forest algorithm and the best model according to the daily live weight gain
constructed by Random Forest (RF) algorithm. It was determined that the Bagging algorithm with the lowest MSE
(970.09), MAE (1362.65) and SMAPE (3.03) was formed. Theachieved results showed that the best algorithm was
Random Forest, follewed by Bagging algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary objectives in sheep businesses are
milk yield, live weight, wool yield, number of lambs born
per dam and lamb viability, since these provide important
economic gains. The viability of lambs born in businesses
leads to an increase in other yield characteristics.
Therefore, it is necessary to accurately identify number of
lambs born per dam and factors affecting lamb viability
and rank these factors according to their importance in
selection studies. Yield characteristics are affected by
various factors such as genotype, environment, breeding
conditions and diseases. Effects of these factors may be
determined with linear and non-linear models and
classified with decision tree algorithms.

The popularity and the number of scientific
research increase during the last century. As a result, the
amount of the scientific data soar which causes the use of
some conventional method limited. Due to the fact that
the analysis of large data sets and interpreting the
obtained results are extremely difficult the importance
and application of data mining, artificial neural networks,
decision inference, logic programming, decision trees and
genetic algorithms, are gaining importance. In recent
years, data mining technology has been widely adopted to
support institutions and individuals in every field
(Dongsong and Lina 2004). One of the most used data
mining techniques is Decision Trees.

Decision Trees were proposed by Breiman and
Friedman. Decision Tree algorithms are a models used to
make forward-looking estimation by classifying the data
according to a certain feature. The decision-making
process of tree-shaped decision structures from the data
set is called decision trees. These trees are formed by
dividing large volumes of data into smaller subgroups by
decision-making rules. A Decision Tree model separates
large heterogeneous groups into homogeneous subgroups
according to the set target variable, ie, creating a rule
from the root to the leaf (Berry and Linoff, 2004). The
fact that decision trees can be easily applied to data sets
that have very large and missing values, and that both
continuous and categorical variables can be studied are
very useful because the results aremore understandable
and interpretable. In addition, the Decision Trees method
is a nonparametric method which is an alternative to the
least squares and logistic regression method and does not
include the assumptions required for regression type
problems. Different decision trees have been formed with
different algorithms. However, due to the excessive
adaptation of single decision tree algorithms to trees,
severalstudies have been conducted to constructdifferent
methods (Breiman 2003). With the development of
computer programs, Decision Tree algorithms have been
developed in community rather than single decision trees.
These are Bagging, Boosting and Random Forest
algorithms.
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The literature contains only a limited number of
studies using regression tree analysis in animal
production, particularly in birth weight and milk yield. In
a previous study, carried out on Norduz and Karakaş
sheep in Turkey (Eyduran et al., 2008), The regression
tree method was used to determine the effects of race,
sex, birth type, year of birth and mother’s age on birth
weight.In other study was to evaluate predictive
performances of CHAID, Exhaustive CHAID, and CART
regression tree methods for different combinations of
parent node: child node in the data set regarding animal
science. To achieve the aim, 1884 Mengali lambs were
provided for predicting weaning weight from sex, birth
type, birth year, farm, birth weight, dam age, and dam
weight (Koc et. al. 2017).

Waltner et al. (1993) used multiple linear and
nonlinear regression models; Domecq et al. (1997) used
multiple linear regression and principal component
analysis; Roshe et al. (2006) used mixed models and
Berry et al. (2007) used linear and nonlinear regression
models to determine the relationship between body
condition scores and milk yield in Holstein cattle.
Turkyılmaz et al. (2005); Yaylak and Kumlu (2005);
Akçay et al. (2007) and Petrovic et al. (2009) used
analysis of variance; Ray et al. (1992) used analysis of
variance and regression analysis to determine the
lactation number and calving seasons in Holstein cattle.

Topal et al. (2017) used to Chaid and Logistic
Regression for assessing the effects of non-genetic
factors on lamb mortality. Piwczyński (2009) established
factors responsible for the number of lambs reared from
fertilized mother using classification tree. Classification
trees and logistic regression were used to obtain mortality
of Polish Merino lambs between their birth and weaning
time (Piwczyński et al. 2012). Classification trees and
logistic regression were used to obtain relation between
PrP genotypes and litter size in Polish Merino, Black-
headed, Ile de France and Berrichon du Cher breeds
(Grochowska et al. 2014). Regression tree was used to
detect relationship between body weight and
morphometric traits of Uda sheep (Yakubu, 2012).

In this study, data from certain periods of
Hemsin were taken and simulation was applied to these
data. The data obtained by Classification and Regression
Tree (CART), Bagging and Random Forest decision tree
algorithms by determining the important factors affecting
the dependent variables by determining the best decision
tree model is intended to determine the algorithm.

Estimations can be made with less errors if tree
community methods are applied in animal husbandry
studies. Since random forests will determine which
variables are most important by calculating the
importance of the variables in the studies on animal
husbandry, the variables to be used in the studies to be
done accordingly can be determined. In addition, the
Random Forest method is a good guide to be used in

animal breeding and genetic studies, especially where a
large number of variables are used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials: The datawere provided from 23278 Hemsin
lambs rearedin the province of Artvin between the years
2007-2010. Herd type, pasture type, age of dam, lamb
sex, lamb color and birth type (single, twin and triplets)
were considered as independent variables lamb birth
weight, starting time of pasture period and end of pasture
period live weight gain were used as dependent variables.

Methods: The data were prepared in accordance with the
RStudio Windows NT 6.1 statistical program, the
necessary software for the analysis of the package
programs to be installed, the algorithms to be used and
the algorithms to be made with these algorithms are
written and the results of the analysis results are obtained
in tables. Mean squares error, mean absolute error and
symmetric mean absolute percentage errors were
calculated by comparing algorithms.

Classification and regression tree algorithm
(Camdeviren et. al. 2005): This method is employed to
capture the independent variables that are influential with
the aim of revealing the relationships between dependent
and independent variables, taking into account the high
level interactions between the independent variables. In
the classification and regression tree (CART), each
variable in the tree is divided into branches according to
the importance level and the variable that divides the tree
is determined. Other variables to be included in the tree,
such as the first variable, by dividing both nodes in a
similar way the tree diagram is created. The data to be
used in the analysis were repeated 5000 times with
simulation.
S branching criterion in any t node,
Ѱ(s/t) =
t: node of branching, c: criter, L: Left side of tree, R:
Right side of tree, PL, PR: Probability of a record in the
learning set to the right or left, ve

: Probability that a C class record is on the
right or left.

Boosting algorithm (Schapire 1999): In the selection of
the data to be analyzed by the Boosting algorithm, the
examples that were made in the previous analyzes were
given priority. In other words, this method uses data that
the previous classifier of the data cannot accurately
determine. It is tried to make a more accurate estimation
by adding the data found incorrectly in the training kit to
be used later. The data was repeated 5000 times in the
simulation and the data set to be used in the analysis was
updated in each iteration.
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The formation phase of the Boosting Algorithm
(James et al. 2013),

1. For all i in training set (x) = 0 ve ri = yi
2. b = 1,2,……, Repeat until B
(a) Data (X, r) is divided by d (d + 1 inner node), a

suitable b tree is formed.

(b) It is updated by adding the minimized version of
the new tree:

λ b(x)
(c) Structuring the residuals,

ri ri-λ b(xi)
3. Output of boosting model,

b(x)

Bagging algorithm: In the construction of the Bagging
algorithm, samples were drawed randomly by using the
bootstrap method by replacing it from the data set. The
samples were put in place and the selection of the
predictor was repeated. With the simulation study, 30%
(5902) of the 22402 data in the actual data set and 70%
(16500) of the data were used as training data. The
training data to be used in the analysis is derived from the
existing data by random selection. Simulation method
was repeated 5000 times and the results were averaged.

Random Forest algorithm: While creating each
decision tree, sample data is generated with the bootstrap
method to the same extent as the number of variables (n)
in the original data set. Two-thirds of this data was into of
training data sets used to construct the tree and the
remaining 1/3 was used as a test data set to test the
internal error rate of the installed model, and these
variables were chosen randomly in each analysis to
repeated. In this analysis, 30% (5902) of the 22402 data
in the real data set and 70% (16500) of the actual data set
were used as training data. In the training data set, the
multiple decision tree was analyzed by using the tree
structure and the simulation method was repeated 5000
times and results were averaged.

The significance degrees of the variables were
determined by using the shape MSE% increase criterion
as a result of the analysis of the bagging algorithm and

Random Forest algorithm. An internal estimation was
madefor a generalization error with these observations
which have never been used before. To obtain the error
rate of unused data, each tree estimates a class value for
the unused data set, and all these estimates are recorded,
and at each point, the average of the error rate estimates
in trees with unused data for each observation is taken as
a percentage of MSE generalition error. The importance
of variables increases with increasing MSE% increase in
Bagging and Random Forest algorithms (Cutler et al.
2013).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Today, with the increase in the amount of data,
interest in data mining has gained great importance and
has been widely used in many disciplines. Data mining
enables the discovery of the desired and applicable
information from a very large amount of information, as
well as the storage and spreading of this information over
many years and the ability to make forward-looking
forecasts with the results obtained.

The basic information about the decision trees
used in the study is given and the algorithms used in the
analysis under the heading of decision tree algorithms are
mentioned. In practice, lamb birth weight, daily live
weight gain per pasture and end of pasture daily weight
gain were taken as dependent variable, and pasture type,
herd type, birth type, maternal age, gender and lamb color
were taken as independent variables.

In order to determine the effects of the
independent variables on dependent variables,
Classification and Regression Tree (CART), Random
Forest, Bagging and Acceleration methods, which are
developed as an alternative to general statistical methods,
were applied. Mean of error squares (MSE), Mean
absolute error (MAE) and symmetric percentage mean
absolute error (SMAPE) were compared. According to
the results, the most important variables affecting the
lamb birth weight, daily live weight gain per pasture and
end of pasture daily live weight gain were found.
According to these results, the algorithms constituting the
best model were determined.

Table 1. Simulation results of algorithms of lamb birth weight.

Algorithm

Variable

Birth Weight
Bagging

(% MSE Inc)
Random Forest (%

MSE Inc)
Boosting

(% Significance)
CART

(%Significance)
Herd type 207.57 339.04 42.60 30
Birth type 153.85 422.25 30.11 24
Age of dam 128.83 177.76 11.01 19
Pasture type 126.54 197.67 7.47 16
Sex of lamb 44.21 215.32 7.75 7
Color of lamb 27.82 88.07 1.05 4
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Table 2. Comparison results of algorithms according to lamb birth weight.

Algorithms Birth Weight
MSE MAPE SMAPE

Bagging 0.4694 0.4741 3.67
Random Forest 0.5343 0,4711 3,63
Boosting 0.5388 0.5202 3.68
CART 0.5425 0.5420 3.74

The most important variables according to the
methods used to determine the variables effecting birth
weight in lambs,

In the Bagging algorithm, herd type, birth type,
age of dam, pasture type, sex of lamb and lamb color
were respectively 207.57, 153.85, 128.83, 126.54, 44.21
and 27.82,
In the Random Forest algorithm, birth type, herd type,
sex of lamb, pasture type, age of dam and lamb color
were respectively 422.25, 339.04, 215.32, 197.67, 177.76
and 88.07,

In the Boosting algorithm, herd type, birth type,
age of dam,  pasture type, sex of lamb and lamb color
were respectively 42.60, 30.11, 11.01, 7.75, 7.47 ve 1.05,

In the CART algorithm, herd type, birth type,
age of dam,  pasture type, sex of lamb and lamb color
were respectively calculated as 30, 24, 19, 16, 7 ve 4.

The best result for lamb birth weight, was
obtained by Bagging with MSE (0.46), Random Forest
algorithm with MAPE (0.471) and SMAPE (3.63),
followed by Boosting and CART algorithm respectively.

Table 3.Simulation results of algorithms of daily live weight ıncrease of lambs in starting time of pasture period.

Algorithm

Variable

Daily Live Weight Increase of Lambs in Starting Time of Pasture Period
Bagging

(% MSEInc)
Random

Forest(%MSE Inc)
Boosting

(%Significance)
CART

(%Significance)
Herd type 211.99 186.31 48.84 47
Brith type 70.33 100.85 1.15 1
Age of dam 208.84 205.77 41.31 48
Pasture type 132.20 107.58 4.96 2
Sex of lamb 11.79 45.65 1.44 1
Color of lamb 43.20 121.27 2.30 1

Table 4. Comparison results of algorithms according to daily live weight ıncrease of lambs in starting time of
pasture period.

Algorithms Daily Live Weight Increase of Lambs in Starting Time of Pasture Period
MSE MAPE SMAPE

Bagging 3880.624 5137.46 4.82
Random Forest 3620.674 4878.71 4.80
Boosting 3758.37 5265.144 4.85
CART 3953.928 5194.82 5.02

The most important variables according to the
methods used to determine the variables effecting daily
live weight increase of lambs in per pasture,

In the Bagging algorithm, herd type, age of dam,
pasture type, birth type, lamb color and sex of lamb were
211.99, 208.84, 132.20, 70.33, 43.20 ve 11.79,
respectively. In the Random Forest algorithm, age of
dam, herd type, lamb color, pasture type, birth type and
sex of lamb were 205.77, 186.31, 121.27, 107.58, 100.85
ve 45.65, respectively.

In the Boosting algorithm, herd type, age of
dam, pasture type, lamb color, sex of lamb and birth type
were 48.84, 41.31, 4.96, 2.30, 1.44 ve 1.15, respectively.

In the CART algorithm, age of dam, herd type,
pasture type, birth type, lamb color and sex of lamb were
calculated as 48, 47, 2, 1, 1, 1, respectively. The best
result for daily live weight gain of lambs in the Bagging
of grazing was possible, with Random Forest as MSE
(3620.67), MAPE (4878.71) ve SMAPE (4.80), followed
by Bagging, Boosting and CART algorithm, respectively.
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Table 5. Comparison results of algorithms according to daily live weight ıncrease of lambs in the end of  pasture
period.

Algorithm

Variable

Daily Live Weight Increase of Lambs in End of Pasture Period
Bagging

(% MSE Inc)
Random Forest (%

MSE Inc)
Boosting

(%Significance)
CART

(%Significance)
Herd type 199.67 118.85 12.17 31
Birth type 113.31 108.23 1.18 22
Age of dam 361.79 217.12 48.37 21
Pasture type 307.39 204.93 31.82 14
Sex of lamb 73.73 146.32 5.28 7
Color of lamb 60.11 100.86 1.17 5

Table 6. Comparison results of algorithms according to daily live weight ıncrease of lambs in end pasture period.

Algorithms Daily Live Weight Increase ofLambs in the End of Pasture Period
MSE MAPE SMAPE

Bagging 970.088 1362.65 3.03
Random Forest 1050.857 1404.448 3.06
Boosting 1014.468 1410.241 3.11
CART 1129.754 1411.121 3.32

The most important variables according to the
methods used to determine the variables affecting daily
live weight gain of lambs in the end of pasture period, In
the Bagging algorithm, relative importance values onage
of dam, pasture type, herd type, birth type, sex of lamb
and lamb color were 361.79, 307.39,  199.67, 113.31,
73.73 ve 60.12, respectively.

In the Random Forest algorithm, age of dam,
pasture type, sex of lamb, herd type, birth type and lamb
color were 217.12, 204.93, 146.32, 118.85, 108.23 ve
100.86, respectively. In the Boosting algorithm, age
of dam, pasture type, herd type, sex of lamb, lamb color
and birth type were 48.37, 31.82, 12.17, 5.28, 1.18 ve
1.18, respectively. In the CART algorithm, herd type,
birth type, age of dam,  pasture type, sex of lamband
lamb color were calculated as 31, 22, 21, 14, 7 ve 5,
respectively. Daily live weight gain were calculated at the
end of grazing period and the best accurate results MSE
(970.09), MAPE (1362.65) and SMAPE (3.03) were
reached by Bagging Algorithm, is followed by Random
Forest, Boosting and CART algorithm respectively.

Shahinfar et al. (2014) showed similarity with
our results. They analyzed the data from Holstein breed
cows by using Bagging, Bayesian networks, Bayes
classifier and Random Forest algorithms and they
concluded that Random Forest algorithm wasa better
model compared with other algorithms. The present
results were in agreement with the results ofthe
Regression tree method by Eyduran et al. (2008) in order
to determine the factors affecting birth weight in Karakas
and Norduz lambs of Turkey. The previous results
illustrated that the most influential predictors which
affected birth weight of the lambs were the birth type,

sex, age of dam and breed. Topal et al. (2010)
investigated the influential factors affecting birth weight
and actual milk yield on Swedish Red Cattle through the
Regression Tree method and birth weight were found to
had a significant affect on the type of birth. The affects of
birth type and gender on birth weight were in
disagreement with our present results and previous
authors stated that genotype and race had significant
effects (Thieme et al., 1999; Matika et al., 2003; Hassen
et al., 2004; Cemal et al., 2005).

Ghafouri et al. (2016), investigated predictive
performances of the Random Forest, Support Vector
Machines and Boosting Algorithms. They found that the
best performance was reached with Boosting Algorithm,
which was different from our results. Akman et al (2011)
obtained similar results for the Random Forest, CART
and Bagging algorithm. The Random Forest algorithm,
with the lowest error rate in the present study, produced
the best results (error rates; Random Forest 3,33%,
Bagging 5,54% and CART 8,75%). Akcetin and Celik
(2014) 's best alternative decision tree, the best decision
tree, logical analysis of data decision tree, C4.5, Naive
Bayes, CART, Random Forest decision tree methods
such as the results of their work to compare the results of
the best accuracy rate and the success of the success of
the random forest decision tree that shows the success of
the large data sets, indicating that the analysis was similar
to this study.

Conclusion: Tree-based community methods are
methods that are easy to use and interpret compared to
other methods and give very successful results. Studies
have shown that the result of more than one tree coming
together gives more successful results than the results of
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a single tree. The Random Forest algorithm, which is
included in the tree-based community methods, adds
randomness to the model unlike other tree-based
community methods. It can also be used easily if the data
set is large.

In the present study, predictive performances of
Bagging, Boosting, CART and Random Forest
algorithms were comparatively examinedand the best
algorithm was found to be Random Forest. In the
Random Forest algorithm, the error rate is expected to be
less than the other algorithms that we have used because
of the random selection of the variables to be used in the
separation of each node, as well as the individual power
of all the trees and the connection between these trees.
Studies on animal husbandry can be done with less error
if tree community methods are applied. By calculating
the importance of the variables in the studies on animal
husbandry by random forest method, the variables which
can be used in the studies to be done accordingly can be
determined. In addition, a good guideline has been
developed for use in animal breeding and genetic studies
using a large number of variables with the Random
Forest method.
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Attachments
1. Bagging algorithm of lamb birth weight and algorithm code written in r program to obtain comparison criteria
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2. Random forest algorithm of lamb birth weight and algorithm code written in r program to obtain comparison criteria

3. Boosting algorithm of lamb birth weight and algorithm code written in r program to obtain comparison criteria

4. CART algorithm of lamb birth weight and algorithm code written in r program to obtain comparison criteria


